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 Everything from vocal distortion, dynamic compression and EQ to effects such as harmonic delays, reverb and flange are all here. With a huge host of over 600 presets to choose from, you are able to create a wealth of new sounds and effects all ready to be tweaked, tweaked, tweaked and then tweaked some more!...more Ministry of Rock 2 is a huge follow up to the critically acclaimed original, this
virtual instrument is an essential production toolbox for rock producers. Everything from vocal distortion, dynamic compression and EQ to effects such as harmonic delays, reverb and flange are all here. With a huge host of over 600 presets to choose from, you are able to create a wealth of new sounds and effects all ready to be tweaked, tweaked, tweaked and then tweaked some more! The sounds

and presets are broken down into ten section so you can easily find the sounds you need in no time. There are three graphic user interfaces within the package; you have the main interface, which is the main screen that contains most of the settings you will be needing to edit, the graphic equaliser, which can be used to edit the settings of the audio section, and the selection slider, which is used to select
presets. The audio section is extremely flexible, allowing you to use any setting from the waveform display, including the amplitude and frequency control of the waveform display. However, there are also four more settings which can be used to control the parameters of the audio. These are panning, the effects section, the key parameters and the main parametric volume control. The audio section

also contains four section controls. The first of these is the effects section. This contains over 300 presets, ranging from distortion to reverbs to delays. There is also a master volume control, which allows you to set the volume of the audio for each preset. The second section control is the key parameters section. This allows you to set the pitch, the transpose and the octave for each preset. The last two
section controls are the main parametric volume control and the selection slider. These are used to select the presets you want to use, and to allow you to load new presets you have saved in the other interfaces. This is a versatile piece of virtual studio software, which is well suited to a wide range of musical styles, and especially well suited to the music of rock and metal. Fully organised menus and in-

depth presets give you all the control you need to create 520fdb1ae7
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